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      `The Foundation Stage Teacher in Action is one of the definitive texts on the foundation stage, in which Margaret Edgington deals with the realities of practice based on theory and early years principles. It is immensely practical and easy to read, and while it deserves to be read from cover to cover, this New Edition is particularly accessible for those who want to dip in or who need to refer to a specific chapter' - Early Education






  
              


    
      



 


 
      A comprehensive book, that details most areas taught in this module, beyond curriculum coverage. Covers a range of the roles and responsibilities of a foundation stage teacher.




  
          Mrs Melanie Mackinder




              


    
      



 


 
      All lecturers agreed that this book would deepen students' understanding of key issues relation to Education and Initial teacher training.  It has been recommened in the module handbook for 2011




  
          Mrs Sarah Fuller
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    SAGE Knowledge is the premier social sciences platform for SAGE and CQ Press book, reference and video content.
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